Abstract. Urban districts occupy a special place in the system of municipalities due to their potential and role in the implementation of governmental economic policy. Possessing the most developed infrastructure, facilities and a good financial basis, large and medium-sized cities accumulate the major part of budget revenues. However, the predominant part of their revenues that amounts, according to various estimates, to 70-85% [1, 6, 15] goes to superior budgets. As a consequence of the reforms of intergovernmental fiscal relations and local government that were held in 2000-2009, cities were left without stable, legislated fiscal revenue sources that were sufficient to fulfill their obligations to the population. Currently, city government can fully dispose of single tax on imputed income, individual property tax and land tax. Significant imbalances in the distribution of budget revenues make cities dependent on the financial assistance of higher levels of public authority and lead to an accumulation of problems. The Federal Treasury data on the execution of urban districts budgets show the stagnation of own revenues in 2011-2014. According to the calculations made by ISEDT RAS, in 2014, the availability of own budget revenues per capita was below the average value in 60% of the capital cities of Russia's constituent entities (regardless of Moscow and Saint Petersburg). This affected even major centers like Voronezh, Volgograd, Ufa, Chelyabinsk and Omsk. In the Vologda Oblast, the fiscal capacity of residents in urban districts that include the cities of Vologda and Cherepovets was 17% below the national average due to the reduction in the amount of receipts of own budget sources since 2012. In the conditions of acute shortage of financial resources to meet the growing obligations to support citizens, local authorities are forced to make borrowings; this fact limits the possibility of conducting a responsible fiscal policy and implementation of strategic investment projects. The paper presents the results of the analysis of execution of the budgets of the Vologda Oblast municipal PUBLIC FINANCE
the city of Vologda reached 1.9 billion rubles at the end of 2014; it was four-fold higher than in 2011. The debt of the Cherepovets' budget is progressively accumulated, though the city had not had any debt obligations till 2013. It is important to emphasize that, in general, by budgets of RF urban districts the dynamics of own incomes has not changed (tab. 1).
The deterioration of financial autonomy of the cities is testified by the general negative dynamics of the key indicator of budget process management -provision with own revenues per one resident. In 2010-2012 the average annual growth rate of this indicator was 99% against 10-20% in 2000-2009 ; the greatest fall was observed in 2012 ( fig. 1 ).
The state of budgetary security of the cities of Vologda and Cherepovets is particularly important for the regional economy development: they account for 87% of industrial output, 65% of retail turnover, 42% of volumes of commissioned housing, focus 90% of fixed assets, and employ 63% of working population.
What is the situation in the budgets of urban districts in? To answer this question, we study the reports on the execution of municipal budgets. They show a drop in key budget parameters. In 2011-2014 the provision with own revenue sources in the form of tax and non-tax revenues decreased by a third. The amount of municipal debt of districts. The main objective of the analysis was to identify the factors that reduce the self-sufficiency of urban districts in relation to intergovernmental fiscal policy at the regional level. The main conclusion of the research consists in the fact that the actual state of city budgets reflects the lack of economic ties between budgetary security of cities and the efficiency of their economies.
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The absolute volume of own incomes per capita in the city of Vologda in 2014 was lower than in many administrative centers of the Northwestern Federal District and the neighboring regions. By this indicator, the "city-metallurgist" of Cherepovets lagged behind its counterparts -Lipetsk and Chelyabinsk ( fig. 2) .
What is the reason for the situation, why is the state of municipal budgets characterized by destabilization today? Is it based on economic factors perhaps? However, the official statistical data refute this assumption. In 2012-2014 the city's economy developed rapidly, without creating obvious threats to reduce tax potential: the key macroeconomic indicators show increasing trends (tab. 2).
The more detailed research in the structure of tax payments to the budgets of cities shows sharp changes in the dynamics of the main revenue source -personal income tax (PIT). In 2014 with the 30 percent growth in average monthly wages the amount of fees did not account for half of the total receipts in 2011. The role of personal income tax in the formation of own budgetary resources declined significantly: the share of this tax in the total revenue decreased from 46-54% to 30-36%, respectively (tab. 3).
Personal income tax receipts to the budgets of Russia's urban districts, unlike the Vologda Oblast, went down on average only by 7% for the specified period. Since personal income tax is the main tool to regulate interbudgetary relations at the level of "region -municipality"; the reasons of its fiscal functions deterioration should be sought in the existing intergovernmental fiscal policy.
I should say that due to the intergovernmental reforms in Russia in the early 2000s the budgets of cities were left without half of their taxes that were withdrawn to the budgets of higher levels (tab. 4).
In the subsequent years by analogy with the federal government the regional authorities carried out centralization of budgetary revenues, reducing the rates of tax deductions to the cities' budgets. As a result, of the total tax and non-tax payments collected, for example, on the territory of Vologda, 9% went to the city's budget in 2014, compared to 28% in 2010-2011 ( fig. 3 ). We should stress that the reduction in standards of the receipts allocated to the city's budget occurred on the background of growing payments.
According to the Control and Accounts Chamber of the city of Vologda [10] , in 2014 the standards of distribution of the revenues collected in the city to the higher budgets were as follows: to the regional budget -35.2%; to the budgets of state extra-budgetary funds -32.8%; the federal budget -22.8%.
Depriving the cities of the lion's share of budgetary resources, the state transferred most powers of the federal and regional authorities to local authorities. In 2014 half of the expenses of budgets of the Vologda Oblast urban districts accounted for the delegated powers of public authorities of higher level, which limited the possibilities for building their own budget policy. In the period from 2008 to 2014 the delegated authorities increased 3-fold, and the co-financing of obligations to the cities' population from federal and regional budgets in the form of subsidies decreased by 1.8 times (tab. 5). Let us note that with the equivalent growth of delegated expenditures in general by RF urban budgets the subsidiary financing increased by 1.4 times. This trend suggests that the regional authorities solve the problem of the Vologda Oblast budget system imbalance by gradually distancing themselves from participation in those or other directions to develop local territories.
The declining dynamics of the budget's provision with own resources indicates the reduction in fiscal autonomy of the cities. If Revenues gone into the budgets of higher level Revenues gone into the budget of the city in 1999 the city authorities could fully provide expenditure commitments with own receipts, in 2014 -only 72-84% (fig. 4) .
In 2012 the replacement of equalization transfers by differentiated rates of PIT deductions is innovation of the interbudgetary regulation in the Vologda Oblast. This replacement was conducted mainly at the expense of the withdrawal of part of personal income tax from the budgets of the cities of Vologda and Cherepovets, thus involving the fall in own revenue sources. So, in 2014 the budgets of urban districts received only 16% of the total amount of collected income tax ( fig. 5) .
In our opinion, budgetary maneuver has not achieved the desired effect, although at first glance, the regional authorities' efforts to reduce subsidization of the municipalities have reached their goal. Since 2012, when the interbudgetary interaction principles were adjusted, the share of financial aid in the municipal budgets' revenues has decreased from 82 to 72%, but it is still very high (the national average is 77%). Moreover, after the decline in the share of transfers in 2012-2013 it increased in the following two years. At the same time, gratuitous receipts in municipal budgets increased from 38% to 55%. Therefore, there was no overall significant reduction in the local budgets' dependency on transfers ( fig. 6) .
Besides, the withdrawal of the cities' revenues artificially deprive other municipalities of the incentives to seek additional receipts of their budgets, as they receive minimum funds to resolve issues of local significance in any case. In 2012-2014 tax revenues of budgets of the Vologda Oblast municipal districts went up by 80% compared to 2011, primarily due to the transfer of income tax, while the other sources are characterized by a downward trend (tab. 6).
The new regime of interbudgetary regulation did not contribute to any appreciable changes in the municipalities' economic development: in 2011-2014 the share of regions did not amount to 12% in the volume of shipped products of regional manufacturing enterprises ( fig. 7) . Thus, the urban districts continued to be key drivers of its economic growth. The urban districts budgets' for 2016 do not contain any visible signs of declining budgetary tensions (tab. 7).
So, in the budget of the city of Vologda the positive dynamics of own revenues resumed in 2015 will be interrupted: the forecast for 2016 indicates its 13% decline. There will be no growth of own revenue sources in the budget of the city of Cherepovets. Together with the decline and stagnation of own revenues the 20-30% reduction of subventions transferred from higher budgets is expected; it involves insufficient funding of delegated authorities.
The municipal debt will be reduced, but the debt load of the Vologda's budget will remain substantial, accounting for more than half of its total receipts.
The expected reduction of the deficit will be achieved by cutting spending by 22% in the budget of the city of Vologda and by 13% in the budget of Cherepovets. If personal income tax receipts remained at least at the 2011 level, the city authorities would not have to implement the large-scale sequestration of costs on socio-economic development of their territories. According to the forecasts, in Vologda in 2016 the budget spending will not reach the 2011 level even at current prices, while the expenditure part of the city's budget will be lower than in 2007 (fig. 8) .
The decrease in capital investment or, in other words, the development budget is one of the most negative consequences of reduced budgetary self-sufficiency of the cities: in Vologda in 2014 budget investment decreased to 1.4 billion rubles, compared to 3.6 billion rubles in 2012. The draft budget of the city of Cherepovets for 2016 stipulates the reduction of financial support of the municipal investment program in the amount of 70 million rubles, or by more than 20% to the 2015 level.
The results of the conducted analysis allow us to conclude that during the years of market reforms in Russia the authorities have not achieved any key goals of the fiscal policy -an objective and efficient system for the distribution of revenue between levels of public authority. As a result, with the cities' decisive contribution to territorial and national economy they have minimum sources for self-development. So, in 1999 -2014 the two largest cities of the Vologda Oblast produced about 90% of industrial output on average, but their share in the consolidated budget of the region decreased from 35 to 12.5 percent. There is a clear relationship between the reform and the reduction of financial autonomy of the cities ( fig. 9) . During the years of reforms the share of municipal budgets' own revenues in gross regional product of the Vologda Oblast reduced from 4.5 to 1.5%; consequently, Vologda and Cherepovets did not receive any positive effects in terms of their budgets' revenues from the regional economy growth, mainly provided by these cities.
Surely, the lack of budgetary resources for basic needs of the population living in the municipalities of lower level increases the load on the regional budget: every year more than a third of its expenses go to local budgets as financial assistance.
You cannot deny that today many municipalities of lower level will not survive without allocation of certain cities' receipts to districts and villages. But the question is what part of the collected revenue shall be withdrawn from cities. Only in 2014 due to the insufficient amount of income tax received to the budget, the city authorities of Vologda and Cherepovets were unable to assign 10 billion rubles for the solution of social problems, repair of roads, resettlement, and other issues of survival. It seems that cities should have more than half of all revenue collected and the losses of regional budgets should be compensated by means of revising the current budget and tax policy, especially redistribu ting taxes in favor of RF subjects, but not the federal government.
Specific proposals in this direction have been reflected in a number of works by the representatives of expert and scientific community [2, 3, 4, 5, 13 ].
In our view, different approaches to interbudgetary policy are required; they should take into account the interests of all participants of the budget process. Cities, especially administrative centers, should be legislatively singled out from the total number of municipalities because of their special relevance to the socio-economic life of regions; strategies and comprehensive plans of urban development should have sufficient and stable budgetary support. Unfortunately, the cities' current budgeting system has not yet focused on the future development of the country and its territories. Industrial production Consolidated budget Own revenues of the cities' budgets to GRP, %
